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Unleash the JOY of being able to 
just sit down and PLAY!

How can some musicians just sit down and 'jam,' making up melodies seemingly 'out of thin air'??
How do theyknow what to play??? Are they just more 'creative' than others ... 

or do they have skills that anyone could learn?

It's a Virtual Summer Camp for Harp Players!
- REGISTER NOW -

The Fun Starts July 7th - and lasts all summer! 

I thought the ability to improvise was something I was born with --- but that's because I'd
completely forgotten how I'd learned it! And I'd forgotten because it was so fun to learn, that I
thought I was just playing games as a child.

Now I know that those 'games' I played with my mother were teaching me musical skills I'd use
my whole life.

And this summer I want to teach them to you!

“Summer Harp Jam 2015” is a 6-Week virtual summer camp with Deborah Henson-Conant
that’s exclusively for harp players - lever or pedal, from fledgling to professional - and gives
you a treasure chest of jams, vamps and playalongs that strengthen your improvisation and
rhythm skills while you're having FUN!

A JAM is basically any simple musical structure that gives you a foundation for improvising
without extensive preparation or predefined arrangements. The jam sequences we'll learn can be
as simple as two chords and a rhythm that you can use as a solo player -- or as involved as a
song that you lead with sections where everyone gets to play.

Don't think you have any improvisation and rhythm skills? You WILL after Summer Harp
Jam 2015!!

What's a Virtual Summer Camp?
How is this different than an online course?

In "Summer Harp Jam" there's a huge focus on PLAYING, and a minimum of "training
videos." Instead of me telling you how to do something, I'll be showing you and you'll be
playing it right back to me.

Then you'll get to take those ideas and play with them even more, because each week you'll
also get playalong files and cheatsheets. And of course that live session is videotaped so you can
watch it and playalong over and over. So you can play Play PLAY as much as you want!!

Another reason I call it a Virtual Summer Camp is because there's NO HOMEWORK!
Woohoo! And you're playing ALONG almost all the timewith other people - or with yourself!

You'll get lots and lots and LOTS of focused play-time and there's no way to get 'behind' -
because everything's videotaped, you can download all the audio-playback files and the PDF
cheatsheets and you'll have up to 3 months after the course ends to access all the course videos
and download the playback files and cheatsheets to take with you on your iPod or MP3 player.

You'll find you can sit down for five minutes ... and just keep playing and playing and playing.

Summer Harp Jam 2015 starts the first week of July and runs through mid-August.

 

Invest in Your Creative Joy! 
- REGISTER NOW -

The Fun Starts July 7th - and lasts all summer!

Join me for the full 6-week camp - (which is really 8 weeks - because you get two extra REVIEW weeks!) --
incuding live playalong sessions, Q&A Chat, 3 months post-course review-at-your-own-pace access PLUS ...

these GREAT Bonuses to help you put everything you learn into practice!

AN EXCLUSIVE INVITATION to the Beta class of my new
"Hands on Harmony" course that's in development now. You'll
get access to the Beta test replays, as we continue to edit them
and prepare for official release. "Hands on Harmony" is the
perfect supplement to everything you'll be doing in "Summer Harp
Jam 2015"

BONUS 30-DAY Summer Harp Jam REUNION Q&A.    After
you’ve had a month to let it all sink in --I’ll be there for a Reunion
Q&A to answer any lurking questions to help you put all these fun
jams into play!   And of course I'll be answering your questions on
the private class Facebook page and any emergency jamming
questions via my "Ask a Question" form.

SIGN UP RIGHT NOW! Sign up by July 27 and get TWO great
books to boost your harping up a notch: my "Gurl's Guide to
Amplification" and "Intro to Improv" digital books as a BONUS!
"Intro to Improv" is out of print so this is the ONLY way you can
get it right now!

  PAY IN FULL =>  

  PAY IN FULL =>  

  PAY IN FULL =>    PAY IN FULL =>     PAYMENT PLAN =>  

  PAYMENT PLAN =>  

  PAYMENT PLAN =>    PAYMENT PLAN =>   

Pay in full at only $697 $579 Pay in 3 monthly installments of $237 $197 each
Or 2 payments of $356 $295 each

NOTE: Only press the "Place Order" in the shopping cart once. If the shopping cart acts like
your order didn't go through, don't order again - just send us an email explaining what happened.
Usually it HAS gone through but is just ACTING like it hasn't, and if you email direct you won't lose

any last-minute bonuses, even if your order didn't go through fully. Just don't hit 'order' in the
shopping cart more than once and you'll be fine!

Got Questions? Use my "Ask a Question" form.

I'll get back to you as soon as I can to answer your questions about the course!

Can't come to Summer Camp this summer?
Get on the "First to Know" list for the next session

 

Are you coming to Somerset Harp Festival 2015??
We'll have a special in-person get-together LIVE exclusively for my online students at Somerset so let me know if
you'll be at Somerset! And Email me if you're signed up for my "Improvisation Immersion Experience" Workshop -

and you're registering for "Summer Harp Jam."

"If I had only read about this
course, I would have thought 'I
would love to take that some day
when I’m good enough!'  . . . I’m
so glad I took it now!  

It has been the perfect course for
me.  At the beginning Deborah
asked us what our personal goals
were for the course.  I said I
wanted to have a “sense of play”
with the harp.  This has been the
perfect course!"

Rachel Schlafer-Parton

About "Summer Harp Jam 2015"
 

Why do I need to 'learn' this?? If it's so easy why
can't I just sit down and do it?

Knowing WHAT to jam on is an important part of making it easy and setting up the situation so you
can have fun - whether you're playing alone or with others.

If you're playing with other, knowing how to explain the jam to them is an important part of
making it work -- so that's why you get a script (yes! Literally, a short script) for explaining each
jam, so you'll be able to quickly show-and-tell others, and play it together - whether they're harpists
or other musicians.

Part of the beauty of jamming is that each person has a part to play - and everyone gets to create
the part they play based on their current level of ability, even if that means playing a few choice
bass notes, or a chord on the downbeat.

That's one of the beauties of being an adult learner.
As an adult, you can learn how to take responsibility for your own learning - how to chunk things
down, and how to do them at a fundamental level until you're fluent there -- and then continue to
add complexity or embellishment.

And that's one of the things I'll show you over and over in Summer Harp Jam 2015: how to play
each jam at a fundamental level, and how to expand and embellish it to fit your technical abilities
as they develop from doing the jams themself!

That means you can always choose whether to kick back and play at a fundamental level, or
challenge yourself to a higher level of complexity ... or switch back and forth!
 

“I play almost
daily at the
hospital or
hospice, and
put all of
this into
practice
immediately,
so it really
sinks in.”

Betsy Scott Chapman

 

Summer Harp Jam is for YOU if ...
Summer Harp Jam 2015 is for anyone who plays the HARP (pedal or lever) at any level and who
wants to develop their improvisation and rhythm skills with FUN musical Jams you can learn on

your own and share with other musicians. Summer Harp Jam 2015 is for YOU if ...

You want to be able to just sit down and PLAY your instrument - without opening your
sheet music - and have a treasure chest of ideas to pull out and play with

You want to be able to play with other people - and want to know how to suggest what to
play

You want ideas for “Interludes” between the tunes you already play

You want to do responsive playing in situations from jams to hospice playing

You want to get more comfortable playing with rhythms like Samba, Bossa, Swing (and
even some exotic rhythms like 5/8 – yes, we’ll do that, too!) 

You want FUN ways to practice right-hand improvisation and left-hand patterns

 

“This was the single most important musical course I have ever
done in years of learning harp, and I would recommend it to
anyone at any musical level.

To begin with, the course
was absolutely jam-packed
with incredible
information, from
beginning to end.

Even more incredibly, I
could see right away in
week 1 that my fears
about my harping level
were unnecessary; my
level simply didn’t
matter. 

Deborah’s information is
carefully structured so

that anyone at any level can work with the concepts ... and the
concepts I learned have become integral to my harping
experience, like a kind of ‘harping code’."

I had been searching for this information for years, going from
teacher to teacher, but with this one course, Deborah gave me
all the tools I needed for arranging music. 

Blythe Tait (Australia)

 

Summer Harp Jam is NOT for you if ...
You want a course with homework (you'll be able to get that in my Fall "Hip Harp Toolkit"
course - and this summer program will be a great, relaxed precursor for that course!)

You want to learn how to play a specific piece of music

You want to improvise 'like somebody else' - there are certain teachers who can show
you very speicific stylistic improvisation styles - but I'm not one of them! My own forte is
showing you how to feel more comfortable with the art of imperfect play, which is THE
essential step towards finding your own creative voice

 
 

 

About the creator of this program, Deborah Henson-Conant:
Hi, I'm Deborah Henson-Conant, and I've been composing, arranging and
creating shows since I was a kid. I now play shows with symphonies and on
solo stages with the electric harp that was created for me by CAMAC Harps,
the "DHC Light".

But I started on the ukulele, playing and singing with my mom.

And guess what? I use a many of the same improvisation games and skills
she taught me in my work today, both as a performer and as a coach.

My mom taught me how to play WITH music ...
and now I want to teach you!

When I was a little girl, my mother wasn't trying to teach me to be a
musician, she was just trying to show me how music 'works' so that I could
play with it on my own -- the same way she taught me everything else.

She was a Campfire Girl, so she knew a gazillion songs - and a lot of those
songs were "Call and Response" songs -- songs where one person sings and
the other person sings the same thing. Without knowing it, I was learning a
powerful tool for passing on melodic invention and rhythmic power. And I just
thought I was playing games!

Those same games are the foundation of this course. I've taken that concept
to use in the training videos - so you can play along with everything I'm teaching you.

And because I learned all this as a very little girl - and I still do it today - one of the things I learned is that these games
are not about technical skill. Like most of the things I love, they're things you can do at a very simple level - and then
embellish and expand for the rest of your life.

In other words, it's not a matter of technical skill, but of jumping in and playing simply
until your skills start to grow.

I realized that PLAYING - the way we do as children - is a powerful tool for learning as musicians. So I built this entire
program on the idea of playing with very simple ideas - the kinds you could explain or show in a few minutes - and
getting more and more comfortable with them until they start to bloom in your hands.

 

Here's what you get in the program
- 8 weeks of pure playing fun, that you can enjoy together with the class or at your
own pace (6 weeks of new jams & 2 weeks of glorious review!)

- 8 Weekly ONLINE Q&A CHATS where I'll answer your questions about the
jams (sessions are recorded and you’ll be able to submit questions in advance in
case you can’t make the chat)

- CHEATSHEETS for every jam that include the scales you'll use, the basic jam
sequence, a simple bass pattern or accompaniment pattern to use (if you're playing
alone or with friends) and a place for you to keep the 'riffs' and ideas you discover

- Weekly PLAY-BACK-TO-ME VIDEOS where I'll set up the jam groove, then I'll play
on camera and leave space for you to play back to me. This is one of the most fun
ways you can learn to become fluent with melodic improvising - and you can watch
over and over, playing what I play at first and then responding with your own 'answer'
to my musical line.

- PLAYALONG MP3's for every jam in 3 different tempos (slow / med / fast) so you
can kickback and play along, putting into play everything you learned in the Play-
Back-to-Me videos - or just making up your own melodic lines!

- A SCRIPT for each jam so you can put it into words and explain to others how you
can jam together on it

- A private Facebook group where you can connect with each other, find out where
you'll be in the same place with others in the course so you can jam together and
share jamming tips you discover

You'll get to download all the MP3s and PDF materials and keep them on your
computer and you can come back to the classroom for up to 3 months after the class
is over to review the videos, add comments and keep on interacting with your
classmates.

 

“DHC is utterly
inspiring. Her
enthusiasm is
contagious.

Catch the bug.
It’s wonderful.”

Lu McClintock,
Scotland

 
.

Here's what you'll be able to do by the end:
Just sit down and play! You'll be able to choose from over 2 dozen different
sequences, progressions and vamps that you can improvise melodies on -
either as standalone jams, or between pieces you already play as interludes

Play basic Latin & Swing rhythms as part of a simple jam sequence

'Re-style' jams so you can use them in meditative or responsive settings like
hospice or hospital

Have the courage to say "Let's Jam!" to another musician -- and then be
able to describe exactly how the jam works so that you can play together.

Play from any of the two dozen Jam "Cheat Sheets" that outline the scales
and accompaniment for each jam

Say "Let's Jam!" to a friend who's NOT a musician -- and suggest some really
fun things they can do to play along with you -- like, how to accompany you on
pots and pans if you're in the kitchen

Use the audio file of each playalong jam so you can review and replay it as
many times as you want, hearing my cues and descriptions

Play along with the "Naked" playalong audio files for each jam (you'll get
them in 3 different tempos - so you can play at the tempo tha works for you)
These are GREAT! They're each 5 minutes long, and they let you kick back
and just experiment with each jam over and over and over

Give yourself a relaxing play-alone improv time

Use your musicstand for drying your underwear ... since you won't need it
to hold your sheet music!

“This course has
been absolutely
wonderful!

The content is
well planned,
not overwhelming
and very rich!
... You have
given structure
to my noodling
(along with
accountability.)
...AND finger
independence
(and also hands

moving as one)...

Plus not having a teacher for about three years
now, I neeeeeddddd the structure/accountability,
but not in it's classical form.”

Stephanie Evans

 

Here's how it works week-to-week:
This is the first time I've offered this program, so there are likely to be some changes in schedule,
but here's my plan for how each week will work:

- Once a Week I'll hold the live online Play-along and
Chat (it's usually on Sunday afternoon EDT - except
when I'm touring). Usually about a third of the students
attend the session live and the rest watch later via
replay.

- In the classroom you'll be able to download
"Naked Playalong Tracks" - MP3 files you can put on
your computer, ipod or ipad. Each is about 5 minutes
long and they'll give you the underlying rhythm and
harmony of the sequence so you can just kick back
and experiment improvising using the ideas I've shown
you in the Play-Along session - or making up your own.

- You'll also get to download a "CheatSheet" for
each jam that outlines the way you'll tune your harp, the basic jam, and ideas to play with

- You'll get 2-3 new jams during each class and I'll try to create them so that you get one that
you can play rubato and one with a cool rhythm

- The sessions are 90 minutes. We start with 60 minutes of playalong where I show you each jam
and then play it, showing you variations and melodic ideas as you play back to me. The last 30
minutes is set aside for questions.

- Between sessions you can review the playalong video as many times as you want and
download the "Naked Playalong Tracks" (they're kind of like Karaoke tracks!) to play them over
and over as you practice and explore the ideas you learned.

Got more questions?
Got Questions? Use the "Ask a Question" form and I'll get back to you ASAP.

 

 

Invest in Your Creative Joy!
"Act Fast" Bonus ONLY for next 25 Registrants! 

- REGISTER NOW -
The Fun Starts July 7th!

Join me for the full 6-week camp - (which is really 8 weeks - because you get two extra REVIEW weeks!) -- incuding
live playalong sessions, Q&A Chat, 3 months post-course review-at-your-own-pace access PLUS ... these GREAT

Bonuses to help you put everything you learn into practice!

AN EXCLUSIVE INVITATION to the Beta class of my new "Hands
on Harmony" course that's in development now. You'll get access to
the Beta test replays, as we continue to edit them and prepare for
official release. "Hands on Harmony" is the perfect supplement to
everything you'll be doing in "Summer Harp Jam 2015"

BONUS 30-DAY Summer Harp Jam REUNION Q&A.    After you’ve
had a month to let it all sink in --I’ll be there for a Reunion Q&A to
answer any lurking questions to help you put all these fun jams into
play!   And of course I'll be answering your questions on the private
class Facebook page and any emergency jamming questions via my
"Ask a Question" form.

SIGN UP RIGHT NOW! Sign up by July 27 and get TWO great
books to boost your harping up a notch: my "Gurl's Guide to
Amplification" and "Intro to Improv" digital books as a BONUS!
"Intro to Improv" is out of print so this is the ONLY way you can get it
right now!

  PAY IN FULL =>  

  PAY IN FULL =>  

  PAY IN FULL =>    PAY IN FULL =>     PAYMENT PLAN =>  

  PAYMENT PLAN =>  

  PAYMENT PLAN =>    PAYMENT PLAN =>   

Pay in full at only $697 $579 Pay in 3 monthly installments of $237 $197 each
Or 2 payments of $356 $295 each

NOTE: Only press the "Place Order" in the shopping cart once. If the shopping cart acts like your
order didn't go through, don't order again - just send us an email explaining what happened. Usually it

HAS gone through but is just ACTING like it hasn't, and if you email direct you won't lose any last-
minute bonuses, even if your order didn't go through fully. Just don't hit 'order' in the shopping cart

more than once and you'll be fine!

Got Questions? Use my "Ask a Question" form.

I'll get back to you as soon as I can to answer your questions about the course!

Can't come to Summer Camp this summer?
Get on the "First to Know" list for the next session

Here's why Summer Harp Jam 2015 ROCKS!!!

THIS IS WHAT EVERYONE'S BEEN ASKING ME FOR! Everyone has been asking me to
help them learn to just sit down and PLAY, and every time I create playalong videos
everyone loves it! So I decided to build a whole 6-week course that's ALL playalong - so
that by the end you'll be able to just sit down and jam - whether you're playing in a wild
rhythm jam, or a quiet responsive jam sequence at a bedside.

THIS PROGRAM IS THE MISSING LINK! I've been searching for a way to teach rhythm
and melodic improv, and to give people a way to practice it over and over - because, while
rhythm and improv are both a part of all my online courses, I don't have a course that
focuses JUST on those elements. and when

When I had the brainstorm of building "Summer Harp Jam" I realized it's the perfect way to
learn both melodic improv AND rhythms at the same time!! Only instead of 'learning' the
rhythms or melodic patterns from the page, you'll just jump in and play along with them,
having fun from the beginning and getting more and more comfortable the more you do it
… by PLAYING!

YOU LEARN TO PLAY TO YOUR STRENGTHS! These jams play to the strength of OUR
instrument! So many times when we want to play with other musicians - or when they show
us cool patterns we can play on our own -- they choose something that's easy on their
instrument but hard on ours! You sit there trying to play along and feeling like a fool, not
realizing that the jam sequence is built to play to the strengths of a different instrument!
The jams in THIS program are created so you can play to the strengths of OUR instrument
(literally!) instead of trying to fit into jam patterns that are easy for OTHER instruments (Ha!
Take that all you fast chromatic instruments!)

IT SOOOOO MUCH FUN! Did I mention It's really, really FUN -- because you get to play
ALONG with videos and audio files, so the program materials are like having an imaginary
friend to play with! And when you share the jams with others, that imaginary friend
becomes a real one!

"SUMMER HARP JAM" MAKES YOU STRONGER: Like any good summer camp, the
games, the sport and the environment make you stronger and healthier. And it's the same
with SHJ: it strengthens your hands, your coordination, your ear -- and it also strengthens
you as a LEADER with other musicians because YOU'LL be able to say "Let's Jam, " and
actually describe what you'll all be jamming on!

SPONTANEOUS JAMS! All the jams, progressions and sequences in this course can be
played either solo (just you on your instrument) or with others - and once you know a
bunch of jams, you can 'set them up' any time you're around other people. Some of the
jams are simple enough that you can just tell people the scale you're using and they'll be
able to join right in for a spontanous musical experience (and some can be played with
non-musicians!)

SECRET JAM SOCIETY! OK, it's not really 'secret' but one of the cool things about
learning the specific jams in this program is that you'll have a shared "jam repertoire" with
anyone else in the program. So if you meet at a harp festival, or rolling your harps down
the street, you can create a spontaneous ensemble! Because you'll know the same jams,
when one of you starts playing, and the others will know what to do - even if you've never
met before!!!! (It's like having a game that everyone knows how to play so they don't even
need to speak the same language)

YOU GET RHYTHM!! By the end of the course, you'll be playing Latin rhythms, swing
rhythms, at least one odd-meter rhythm (like 5/4 - the rhythm of "Take Five") - and you'll be
improvising in all those rhythms even if you have no idea how to 'read' them on the page.
How? You'll be playing along with the jam-tracks - so you don't have to get it perfect the
first time! You just jump in the water of the playalong track and flail around the first time,
and the more you do it, the more comfortable you get. And in the weekly Q&A sessions you
can ask for specific help if you're still having trouble with them.

YOU CONNECT TO NEW FRIENDS AROUND THE WORLD! This may sound crazy, but
when I was in Paraguay in 2014 I saw a concert with about 50 harps. The audience loved
the concert and when the master harpist ended the concert, the audience demanded more.
It was clear the group hadn't prepared for more music, but the master sat down and played
a short melody. Then he turned to the 50 harps and they were all smiling and nodding. He
started playing again and every one of the 50 harps joined in -- and I realized that this was
a tune they all knew, they'd all learned and they all could play it together - it was like a
GAME that everyone knew the rules to, so as soon as someone 'called the game' everyone
could just start playing. When I started creating "Summer Harp Jam 2015" I kept imagining
a moment where two or three harp players meet by accident with their harps - maybe on
the street, or at a harp festival. And because they know the same jams they can just sit
down and start playing together -- really PLAYING -- without music, without agenda -- like a
wonderful game that could go anywhere. That made me so excited about the course! I just
kept seeing this possibility for a 'lingua franca' that made it possible for people to
spontaneously play together!

YOU CAN USE THESE JAMS IN RESPONSIVE-PLAYING SITUATIONS - One of the
things you'll learn is how to style music differently. This is actually really easy, and really
fun - for example, it's easy to turn the Pacelbel Canon into a Samba (!) by 'styling' it with a
Latin rhythm. By the same token, you'll be able to take any of the jam sequences you learn
and re-style them for more meditative or responsive playing - and yes, I'll show you how!

I'M YOUR JAMMIN' CAMP COUNSELOR! You could take all the jam files you'll get and
just work on them on your own, and you'd be getting sooooo much by doing that - but each
week I'll be PLAYING them live in online sessions where you get to play back to me what i
play - so you learn by doing - and they're live so the people who attend live can ask
questions and help me adjust what I'm doing to work for the students - so whether you
attend live or watch via replay, you'll get the benefit of that live interaction. also have time
for 

You'll be able to send in your own questions even if you can't make those live sessions so
you'll get the answers you need to help clarify anything YOU need clarified and have even
more fun playing these musical games.

 

 

 

"Your course was quite simply the best harping experience I have ever had." Kevin Roddy (Hawaii)

I absolutely love the way you have crafted a method .... to allow unique talents to shine on an individual level!"
Karla Williams (Maryland)

FAQs .... and Q & A
Q: WHAT SOFTWARE DO I NEED FOR THE COURSE?

A. You don't need any special software or hardware. You can take the course on your computer or
ipad. You'll watch the course videos on line, and you can download the MP3 playalong files and PDFs.

Even people who consider themselves completely non-tech-savvy are able to access and enjoy the
course. Some people even say that one of the big benefits of the course is getting more comfortable
with online tech formats!

Each week the course information is provided in three formats and there's always a "low-tech version"
so you'll able to access the basic course materials without interactive software (like a live-stream webinar)
because I'll be videotaping each lesson and providing PDF outlines for you to follow.

Here's how it's provided:

- A Playalong webinar that you can attend live or watch later via video 
- Audio versions of the trainings that you can download and listen to on your ipod or computer
- PDF "Cheatsheets" of each jam as a beginning for any notes you take yourself
- Special "Naked Jam Tracks" - MP3s of the underlying jam sequence that you can put on your computer,
ipod or ipad and play aong with 
- A Live Q&A Session - at the end of the Playalong Webinar, I'll answer any questions you have - and if
you're not attending live you can submit your questions in advance and watch the answers later in the video
replay.

So even if your tech-savvy only goes so far as knowing how to link to a Webpage, watch YouTube and
download a file, you'll be able to get all the class information.

The truth is, there's always a bit of a learning curve unless you've taken online courses before -- and online
chats and masterclasses will never be as high-fidelity as being there live -- but many people have actually told
me that my online courses have given them the added benefit of learning to navigate the web in new and
empowering ways -- and that makes me very happy!

Q. WILL I HAVE TO DO HOMEWORK?

A. TaDa! No homework in this program! This program is all about PLAYING ALONG so I'll encourage you to
play with the course audio ... or with your friends ... as much as you can. And there will be jams that you can
do with friends who aren't even musicians -- like a jam to play with someone playing Pots-and-Pans in the
kitchen!

Q. HOW MUCH TIME WILL I SPEND ON THE PROGRAM EACH WEEK?

A. That's pretty much up to you. You could just spend an hour a week if you just want to watch the
playalong video and play along with it.

People who want to 'get the most bang for their buck' can spend as much as an hour or more a day,
watching the videos, downloading the materials and then putting it all into practice and playing with others.

Most people fall between those two extremes - and it's totally fine how YOU want to use the program and how
it fits into YOUR life right now. That's also why you get access to the website for at least 3 months after the
program ends - so you can go back and review.

The absolutely most important thing you can do each week is to find one simple idea and put it
directly into your playing at any level.

If you do that ONE thing each week you'll get more out of the program than reading and watching everything
but not putting it into practice. So if you don't have much time one week, you can skim the playalong video,
find your 'nugget' for the week, put it into practice and feel great that you're getting something that will change
your playing for the rest of your life!

On a practical level, it would probably take you about 2 hours a week to just go through the playlong video
and download the audio files and PDFs so you have them for future use.

And you don't have to do it all at once! I'll break each week into 2-3 different jams and you can work on
them one at a time. One very cool thing about this course website is that you can 'check off' each activity
as you do it (an 'activity' is a video or a page, or a discussion) so that when you go back, you can see exactly
where you left off. So it should be easy to log in once a day for 10-15 minutes and go through one or two
'activities' each time.

You won't 'get it all the first time' - and that's not important! These jams are like games that you'll be able to
play for the rest of your life. What's important to me for "Summer Harp Jam 2015" is that you find at least a
few that you really love, and you have FUN playing them!

Q. WHAT IF I CAN’T KEEP UP?

A. That concept doesn't really exist for this program. Each week you'll be learning different jams, so if you
miss a week or more, you can just jump back in - and you get two BONUS REVIEW WEEKS at the end so we
can go back over everything and you can ask questions.

And remember: people will take different things from the program. Sometimes I get one ‘elegant idea’ from
an online program that gives me all the knowledge and power I need to shift to the next creative level
– and that's what's really important.

Sometimes I need to practice an hour a day and really engage online in order to feel I've gotten what I
need from the course.

So I wanted to structure this program so that regardless of how you like to learn and play, you'll be able
to get what you need from it.

Q. DO YOU PROVIDE MUSIC TO GO WITH THE COURSE, OR DO I NEED TO PROVIDE MY OWN?

You'll get all the music you need from within the course. Each week you'll download the jam sequences - and
that's all you need! (You don't even need that, because I'll also show you the jam sequence on a video)

Q. HOW DOES IT WORK WITH THE DIFFERENT PLAYING LEVELS ALL IN ONE COURSE?

All my online programs (and even my offline programs!) are multi-level and for both lever and pedal harp and
it works because I always start by teaching the underlying concept of what we're doing.

Each concept can be expressed in infinite ways, at infinite levels of ability - and part of the fun of each course
is your collaboration with me in finding the ways to play them that you can play right now.

There is no limit to how much you can simplify or expand a musical concept.

For each thing I show you, I'll always include a distilled/fundamental/simple version of it and ways to
embellish and expand it. And if it's either not simple enough ... or not complex enough for you, then you can
ask for a simpification or an embellishment -- and that's part of what I'll do in the live Q&A sessions and part
of what creates such a vibrant sense of involvement and 'live-ness' in the classes.

This program is different than many of my others because this is SO focused on playing in the moment, and
the live sessions will include a lot of time where I'm playing and you're playing back to me BUT that doesn't
mean you need to play exactly what I'm playing each time! If you're still a fledgling playing, you may only play
the first note of what I play until you get comfortable to add more notes -- and that's why you'll get to watch
and playalong over and over. If you're an advanced player, you may want to embellish the line I play when
you play it back to me!

And one of the incredible advantages of virtual 'live' events (like the play-along sessions) is that you won't be
disturbed by the playing of others and you won't be comparing yourself to the playing of the others --
everyone will be playing along 'together' ... at completely different places on the planet!

Q. DO YOU HAVE A PAYMENT PLAN?

YES! There's a payment plan that lets you split the payment into 2 or 3 payments depending on when you
sign up (different programs have different payment plans - but you'll see the one for this program outlined
right in the payment box).

Got more Questions? Use the "Ask a Question" form.

Invest in Your Creative Joy!
"Act Fast" Bonus ONLY for next 25 Registrants! 

- REGISTER NOW -
The Fun Starts July 7th!

Join me for the full 6-week camp - (which is really 8 weeks - because you get two extra REVIEW weeks!) -- incuding
live playalong sessions, Q&A Chat, 3 months post-course review-at-your-own-pace access PLUS ... these GREAT

Bonuses to help you put everything you learn into practice!

AN EXCLUSIVE INVITATION to the Beta class of my new
"Hands on Harmony" course that's in development now. You'll
get access to the Beta test replays, as we continue to edit them and
prepare for official release. "Hands on Harmony" is the perfect
supplement to everything you'll be doing in "Summer Harp Jam
2015"

BONUS 30-DAY Summer Harp Jam REUNION Q&A.    After
you’ve had a month to let it all sink in --I’ll be there for a Reunion
Q&A to answer any lurking questions to help you put all these fun
jams into play!   And of course I'll be answering your questions on
the private class Facebook page and any emergency jamming
questions via my "Ask a Question" form.

SIGN UP RIGHT NOW! Sign up by July 27 and get TWO great
books to boost your harping up a notch: my "Gurl's Guide to
Amplification" and "Intro to Improv" digital books as a BONUS!
"Intro to Improv" is out of print so this is the ONLY way you can get
it right now!

  PAY IN FULL =>  

  PAY IN FULL =>  

  PAY IN FULL =>    PAY IN FULL =>     PAYMENT PLAN =>  

  PAYMENT PLAN =>  

  PAYMENT PLAN =>    PAYMENT PLAN =>   

Pay in full at only $697 $579 Pay in 3 monthly installments of $237 $197 each
Or 2 payments of $356 $295 each

NOTE: Only press the "Place Order" in the shopping cart once. If the shopping cart acts like
your order didn't go through, don't order again - just send us an email explaining what happened.
Usually it HAS gone through but is just ACTING like it hasn't, and if you email direct you won't lose

any last-minute bonuses, even if your order didn't go through fully. Just don't hit 'order' in the
shopping cart more than once and you'll be fine!

Got Questions? Use my "Ask a Question" form.

I'll get back to you as soon as I can to answer your questions about the course!

Can't come to Summer Camp this summer?
Get on the "First to Know" list for the next session

  
Join the
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